
MODELS 2022

- 8 Led Lights in each padel court.

- Power 180W without dimming.

- Meanwell Led Driver.

- Back protection metal box to avoid degra-
dation due to climate causes.

- Pre-punched holes for an exact mounting
adapting the angel to the characteristics
of the court.

- Installation is totally perpendicular to the
court, without the need for lateral
reorientation, reducing glare.

- 5 Years warranty with a total warranty for
the first year. During the first year all
associated costs including laborand lifting
materials needed for its repair will be at our
expense, the 4 remaining years with normal
warranty.

- Fully modular. Consists in 3 independent
modules whit seerially diodes. Of a
module fails, only that one module will
stop working allowing the led light to
coninue functioning until it is replaced.
The modules are replaceable and can
be upgraded in the future with more
efficient diodes, enabling the projector
case to have a lifespan well above
compact projectors.

- Full documentation from the factoy for
the design of the poles, in terms of
dimmensions, separation from the court,
holes and inclination angle of the led
light for its correct assemby complying
with the regulations. For a correct
tracking of our led lights, each one of
them comes with a serial number plate
which allows us to trace any incident
and/or update that may arise in the
future.

ECO WPT: 8x180W - Simply access to Led Projects

ECO-S WPT: 8x180W - Our top seller Court

- Main WPT Court lens.

- PCB change with a greater number of
diodes.

LITE WPT: 8x240W - Ideal for Central Courts

Same features as the ECO-S WPT, plus the following extras:

- Updated Power to 240W for each Led

Light.
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- Increase to 12 Led Light in each court.

- Dimming Driver Meanwell.

- Potentiometer dimming 1-10v with
controller – 1 channel with an equal
dimming for the whole court. Manual and
without control of the dimming
percentage on the court. 2 years
potrntiometer warranty.

- Dimming diodes TOP WPT

- 5 years warranty with a total warranty for
the first 2 years, the remaining 3 years
with its normal warranty.

EVO WPT:12x240W - Ready for TV!

Same features as the LITE WPT, plus the following extras:

- Increase to 16 Led Light in each court.

- Domotic control for regulation of 1-10v by
pushbutton with 6 buttons and
independent regulation of both sides and
scenes at 25%, 50%, 75% and 100%. Manual
control without display of the % lightng on
the runway. Includes power supply,
actuator, button and programming of the

Equipment. 2 years warranty. Includes
documentation for equipment wiring.

- Dimming Driver Meanwell HLG.

- 5 years warranty with a total warranty for
the first 2 years, the remaining 3 years
with its normal warranty.

TOP WPT:16x240W - Official WPT Central Court 2022 & where Pro´s play!

Same features as the EVO WPT, plus the following extras:

ACCESORIES

As an option at extra cost, the button can be replaced by a touch screen, in addition to

being able to regulate in the same way as with the button, it will allow us to regulate to the

exact % of our choice, as in the WPT. 2 years warranty

Regardless of the model, an official certification will be proided so that it can be placed on both the

venue and court, certifying that the lighting has been manufactured by Led Projects as the Official

Supplier of the WORLD PADEL TOUR (WPT). Each one of our projectors carries a unique serial number

for its correct traceability and control.
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